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Outline

• “Theory”: methodological issues of 
intragenetic typology

• “Practice”: some patterns of serial verb 
constructions in Kwa

• General perspective
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Intragenetic typology
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Linguistic (extragenetic) typology
• Generalization over linguistic diversity as a 

whole
• Genealogical and geographical 

relationship between languages is not 
relevant
– a language sample
– a balanced language sample

• Results of a study refer to the genegal 
population of the languages of the world / 
Human Language
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Intragenetic typology / Microtypology
• genealogical relationship is relevant
• comparing genealogically related languages not 

aiming at a protolanguage reconstruction
• no direct evidence for properties of the whole 

population of languages
• evidence for properties of a language family / 

language group
• in fact, always typical for studies of particular 

language groups or families, but now as a part 
of linguistic typology

• a general trend of crossing the borders of 
typology 5



Cf. Areal typology
• geographical relationship is relevant
• comparing geographically related languages
• no direct evidence for properties of the 

population
• evidence for properties of a linguistic area
• in fact, always typical for studies of particular 

areas, but now as a part of linguistic typology
• not always so easily distinguishable from 

intragenetic typology
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Intragenetic typology
• a response to the problem of overlooking  

actual linguistic diversity:
– extragenetic linguistic typology is always 

based on a relatively small language sample 
(even if this is a sample of hundreds of 
languages)

– “by chance”, the sample typically includes 
more or less the same representatives of a 
genealogical unity (the languages with the 
most detailed accessible data)

– diversity of the genealogical unity itself is not 
taken into account
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Intragenetic typology

Aleksandr Kibrik (1939-2012)
2nd Conference on Typology and Grammar for Young Scholars, 2005, St. Petersburg

(Kibrik 1998: 64) 8



Intragenetic typology
Kibrik (1993, 1998, 2003):
Parameters for which intragenetic typology 

is favorable:
• Diachronic instability

– diversity inside a genealogical unity
• (Relative) rarity and representedness in a 

specific language family
• Complexity
• Scalar continuum
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Intragenetic typology
In other words:
Complex, rare and unstable parameters are 

to be compared in genealogically related 
languages, similar to one another, not in 
an abstract sample

Cf. Greenberg (1978: 83)
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Methodological issues
For typology:
• Possibility at all

– Can so different languages be adequately 
compared?

• Language population 
• Language sample
• Explaining similarities
• Explanatory power of the result of a 

taxonomic comparative study
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Possibility at all
Extragenetic typology: 
• at all (cf. comparability, Evans 2020)
• what parts of the language system
• comparative concepts
Intragenetic typology:
• never justified
• but never doubted
• taken for granted in its traditional form

– e.g. Slavic studies 12



Population
• extragenetic typology: all the existing and 

documented extinct languages;
• intragenetic typology: all the languages 

(lects?!) of the genealogical unity
– genealogical unity is expected to be more or less 

well-established
– genealogical unity is not too deep
– details of internal genealogical classification are 

not relevant
• taking into account only clear low-level subgroups

– typological homo-/heterogeneity of the 
genealogical unity is relevant 13



Sample
• Extragenetic typology:

– (genealogical) independency (probability) 
strategy (Perkins 1989) – 1 representative per 
language family

– areal independency
– variety strategy (Rijkhoff & Bakker 1998) –

including rare types
– random sample
– “maximum coverage” sample: including as 

many languages as one can
• Intragenetic typology?
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Sample
• All the languages of the genealogical 

unity? Dialects, subdialects…
– Data accessibility problem: is there a family 

where all the dialects of all the languages are 
perfectly documented?

⇒ Intragenetic typology also needs 
sampling, BUT the ratio of the sample and 
the population is different
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Sample
• Independency sample with a different 

scaling – e.g. 1 dialect per language (cf. 
Kibrik 1979-1981)

• Variety sample – including more 
languages with structural variation (of the 
parameter in focus) (cf. Konoshenko 2014)

• “Maximum coverage” sample
– doing as much as one can in hope to include 

all the genealogical unity
– more right to exist in intragenetic typology

• Anyway, a sample should be declared 
explicitly
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Differences and similarities
• Differences between related languages  

are of interest on their own
• Still, dealing with clusters based in 

similarity
• Extragenetic typology: clusters are 

linguistic types that should be explained by 
general factors

• Intragenetic typology: similarities may 
have different explanations
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Similarities
• Common inheritance from the protolanguage
• Contact-induced

– Genealogically related languages are spoken in 
the same area

– Interference is easier between related languages
• Typological similarity as a result of 

independent evolution 
– Initially similar languages have prerequisites for 

limited variation in their evolution
Distinguishing the three options is not so trivial 

in the case of intragenetic typology. 18



Explanatory power
• Typology deals with universals or strong 

trends that say something about the 
human language in general

• Extragenetic typology does it directly, as it 
is based on a sample from the population 
of all the linguistic diversity

• Intragenetic typology can make claims on 
the population of the genealogical unity
– But such claims have no interest for typology

• Extrapolation on the protolanguage and on 
the process of evolution

• Other ways to work for typology in general
19



Explanatory power
• Intragenetic typology as a pilot typology of 

languages with specific structural features 
(cf. rarity of the parameter in focus)

• Explaining intragenetic tendencies of 
individual features through many more 
general universal factors
– The task of distinguishing what is influenced 

by universal factors and what is influenced by 
specific peculiarities of the genealogical unity 
in focus
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Serial verb constructions
in Kwa
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Serial verb constructions (SVCs)

• Two (or more) finite verbs
• A single clause / a common subject
• A single (macro)event
• Sharing TAM and negation

• Widely discussed (Aikhenvald 2006, 
Haspelmath 2016 among others) 22



Kwa (West Africa)
• Niger-Congo

– Benue-Kwa
• Kwa

• SVO, accusative, no overt nom/acc case 
marking, typically neutral ditransitives, 
poor non-finite forms

• About 80 languages
– For 28 of them I have got accessible data for 

the study 23



Kwa: classification & sampling
• “Old Kwa” > “New Kwa” since Bennett & 

Sterk (1977)
– No further significant discussion of this 

genealogical unity, although e.g. the Gbe 
group is disputable as a part of Kwa

– Taken for granted in a typological study
• Internal classification is disputable, the 

most popular now being the “cautious” one 
by Blench (2009)
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Kwa: classification & sampling

• Avatime-Nyangbo
• Gbe
• Kebu-Animere
• Kposo-Ahlo-Bowili
• Abé
• Adioukrou
• Attié
• Avikam-Alladian

• Ga-Dangme
• Lelemi-Likpe
• Logba
• Central Tano

– Akan
– Bia

• Guang
– North Guang
– South Guang

Low-level Kwa classification:
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Kwa: classification & sampling

• The parameter is present throughout the 
family
– No reason for variation sample

• Accessibility of data does not correlate 
even with clear low-level genealogical 
unities
– No chance for independency sample
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Kwa: classification & sampling
• => “maximun coverage” sample as the 

only accessible option
• Details presented in accessible data are 

not the same for all languages
• If I do not take into account languages with 

low-detailed data, my sample would be too 
poor
– In fact, a different sample for every particular 

part of the study
– No sense in making any quantitative claims
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Kwa: sample
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Methodological issues
• Comparing a parameter of Kwa SVCs
• In the languages of the sample where the 

data are accessible on this parameter
• Comparing results with low-level 

genealogical affiliation of the language
• Comparing results with geographical 

position of the language
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SVCs in Kwa
• Relatively rare parameter (not all language 

families have widespread SVCs)
• Widespread throughout the family (in a 

sense, is its hallmark)
• Other relevant parameters are fixed (such 

as word order)
• A number of typical functions in addition to 

purely lexical SVCs
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SVCs in Kwa
• Lexical

• Idiomatic
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SVCs in Kwa
• Grammaticalized

• Especially, take-SVCs and give-SVCs
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Parameters in focus

• Structural issues:
– Expressing subject
– Expressing TAM
– Expressing negation

• Uses:
– Take-SVCs
– Give-SVCs
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Expressing subject
• Single expression of subject:
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Expressing subject
• Single expression of subject, but multiple 

subject cross-reference
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Expressing subject
• Multiple subject
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Expressing subject
• Variation of single and multiple subject
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Expressing subject
• Single / multiple subject depending on TAM
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Expressing 
subject
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Expressing 
subject
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Expressing 
subject
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Expressing subject
• A significant variation (in fact, no logical 

possibilities not attested)
• No correlation of rare possibilities both 

with genealogical and areal factors
– Even when languages belong roughly to the 

same area, they are not closest neighbours
• Tentatively, an example of a purely 

typological similarity driven by an 
independent evolution
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Expressing negation

• Symmetric

• Zero
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Expressing negation
• Frame

• Consecutive
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Expressing negation
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Expressing negation
• Correlation of the two main strategies with 

genealogical affiliation
• More rare strategies are individual 

features of separate languages
• No cases of typological similarity so far, 

dealing with single cases of language 
evolution

• This does not mean that it is always the 
case of expressing negation in SVCs and 
even in Kwa SVCs
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Take-SVCs
Lative vs. Instrumental vs. Objectal
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Lative take-SVCs
• With inanimate objects

• With animate objects
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Lative
take-SVCs
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Lative take-SVCs
• Inanimates < animates
• No correlation with areal factors
• No total correlation with genealogical 

factors
• Example of a purely typological similarity 

driven by an independent evolution
• The pattern of lative SVCs seems to be 

areal and/or genealogical
• The expansion from inanimate objects to 

animate objects seems to be a universal 
pattern of lative constructions 50



Instrumental take-SVCs
• Instrument proper

• Manner
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Instrumental take-SVCs
• Consumable

• Comitative
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Instrumental take-SVCs
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Instrumental take-SVCs
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Instrumental 
take-SVCs
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Instrumental take-SVCs

• instrument < manner < consumable
• instrument < comitative

– comitative develops independently from 
manner and consumable

• Both paths of semantic development seem 
to be universal

• Still, areal pattern is clear in the comitative 
use for most 4 languages of 5 instrumental 
take-SVCs
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Objectal take-SVCs
(Theme or Patient of the lexical verb)
• Ditransitive lexical verb

• Lexical verb with a locative valency
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Objectal take-SVCs
• Agentive monotransitive lexical verb

• Volitive non-agentive monotransitive 
lexical verb
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Objectal take-SVCs
• Non-volitive monotransitive lexical verb
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Objectal take-SVCs
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Objectal take-SVCs

• Genealogical and areal factors maybe 
influence, but only partially
– Crucial differences between closely related 

languages
• Typological diversity
• Attested options form a hierarchy
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Objectal take-SVCs

ditransitives
< locatives 

< agentive telic monotransitives
< volitive monotransitives

< other monotransitives

• Where the hierarchy does come from?
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Objectal take-SVCs
Factors triggering the hierarchy:
• Basic grammaticalization metaphor related to 

the lexical meaning of ‘take’
– agentive verbs are closer to the meaning of manual 

manipulation
• Distinctiveness

– ditransitives are neutral, locative are sometimes 
neutral

• Transitivity in the sense of (Hopper & 
Thompson 1980)
– the more semantically transitive is the verb, the 

more relevant is marking its object 64



Concluding remarks
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The case study shows that
• “Maximum coverage” sample works
• Squeezing out everything you can from the 

existing data on the linguistic family is possible
• One can distinguish between inheritance, 

contact influence and independent evolution
– At least tentatively, even based on existing 

classification and existing geographic data
• One can connect family-specific results of an 

intragenetic cross-linguistic study with a 
general perspective
– At least tentatively
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What next to this case study
• Studying the same parameters in other 

genealogical unities
• Testing the expectation that what is based 

on universal patterns, also works
– E.g. preliminary study of take-SVCs also in 

Gur and Benue-Congo (including “Old Kwa”)
• Testing the expectation that what is based 

on family-specific patterns, would differ
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Intragenetic typology
• Combining typological tradition and 

tradions dealing with specific language 
families happens anyway
– A tendency existing in all research 

communities
• Conceptualizing traditional comparison of 

related languages as a part of linguistic 
typology helps both

• A way of real introducing of linguistic 
diversity into linguistic typology
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If interested for details
• Шлуинский А.Б. 2014. Внутригенетическая типология: 

методологические заметки // Язык. Константы. 
Переменные. Памяти Александра Евгеньевича 
Кибрика. СПб.: Алетейя. С. 127-139. 

• Шлуинский А.Б. 2014. Внутригенетическая типология 
языков ква: морфосинтаксис глагольной группы // 
Основы африканского языкознания. Диахронические 
процессы и генетические отношения языков 
Африки. М.: Языки славянской культуры. С. 354-455. 

• Shluinsky, Andrey. 2017. An intragenetic typology of Kwa 
serial verb constructions //  Linguistic Typology 21(2). P. 
333-385. doi:10.1515/lingty-2017-0008 
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https://iling-ran.ru/Shluinsky/ashl/VnutrigeneticheskajaTipologija_2014.pdf
https://iling-ran.ru/Shluinsky/ashl/VnutrigeneticheckajaTipologijaKwa_2014.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1515/lingty-2017-0008


THANK YOU!
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